No. 2008/M(N)/951/15

The Chief Mechanical Engineers
All Zonal Railways

Sub: Daily Position of the Wagon ineffective

1. Presently the daily position of ineffective wagons is being sent by the Zonal Railways to Railway Board through email at mail id cwifreight@gmail.com. The position is compiled and put up for the perusal of Board (MM), AM/ME etc. This is a highly time consuming exercise and may lead to inaccuracy. In order to streamline this process, C&IS Dte. of Railway Board have developed an application which is available at http://10.50.19.90/wgndepol/. Henceforth, the daily position should be updated by the Zonal Railways at this website so that the required reports may be easily generated at Railway Board. In parallel, the system of sending email should also be continued till further advice.

2. The login id for accessing the website will be the particular railway i.e. CR, ER, SECR, etc. and the password / clarifications may be obtained from Shri L. K. Dubey, AME/Freight, Railway Board (Email id- amefr@rb.railnet.gov.in ; Mob. 9717649529).

3. The feeding of the information on the website should start with immediate effect.

Exec. Dir. Mech. Engg (Frt.)

(Ajay Nandan)